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Myles Burnyeat has claimed that Aristotelian £7rlcr't~Il" should be identified as 
understanding rather than as knowledge or scientific knowledge. l His rationale is 
that: (1) for Aristotle £7rlcr't~llll centrally involved having knowledge of explana
tions or the capacity to give them;2 (2) in English the proper expression for this 
kind of knowledge or capacity is 'understanding'; whereas (3) knowledge per se, 
at least according to most modern accounts, is a matter of having a justified true 
belief rather than an explanatory capacity. Burnyeat's proposal and supporting 
rationale have met with broad acceptance3 and only an occasional dissent.4 Some 
would even extend his thesis to include both Socratic and Platonic £7rlcr't~1l1l.5 In 
what follows, however, I argue that: (1) while in some portions of Aristotle's 
writings £7rlcr't~llll designated a cognitive capacity appropriately identified as 
understanding, in others it did not; and (2) the most appropriate English expres-

1 'Aristotle is analyzing a cognitive state which is achieved by knowing explanations, and 
whether he is currently calling it E1t{cnaa9at or YlyvroaK€tv the corresponding term for that state in 
philosophical English is "understand".' Similarly: 'our proposal [is] to take seriously the idea of ren
dering £1tloma9at/£1tta'tTHlT\ in tenus of understanding' (Burnyeat 1984, 107, 105). 

2 Burnyeat states the point in slightly different ways: '[Aristotle] then gives a further characteri
zation of the cognitive state: it centrally involves (italics mine) the possession of an apodeictic proof 
or demonstration' (Burnyeat 1984, 98); 'Because £1tla'ti)~T\ involves (italics mine) grasping the 
demonstration of necessary conclusions, it is grounded epistemologically on the premisses of that 
demonstration' (99). Similarly: 'it is because E1tlcf't(xcr9at involves (italics mine) explanation that 
Aristotle insists on proceeding from principles which are true, primitive, immediate ... ' (110). 

3 Barnes 1994,82 comments: 'It has been powerfully urged that episteme, at least in the APst, is 
in fact close to our own conception of understanding and distinct from our own conception of knowl
edge, so that my translation happily-and accidentally-hit upon the truth'. Cf. Lear 1988, 6; Fere
john 1991,50; Scott 1995,96 and 96nll; Wilson 2000, 7. Burnyeat's view OfE1ttcrli)~11 is mentioned 
by Taylor 1990, 116, although he adds a circumspect 'perhaps'. A view of Aristotelian £1ttcrli)~T\ as 
understanding had already been proposed in Kosman 1973. 

4 Barnes 1994 concedes that the match-up between E1ttcni)~T\ and understanding is perhaps not 
perfect, and Smith 1989, 105 has noted the awkwardness of speaking of a specific discipline, say 
arithmetic, as an 'understanding'. Irwin 1988, 530n., has claimed that since giving an explanation is 
one way of showing that a belief is justified, it would be 'a mistake to suppose that [Aristotle] was not 
concerned with justification and knowledge'. But this criticism, even if successful, leaves open the 
possibility that Aristotelian E1tt01:i)~T\ was closely linked with explanation, hence properly identified 
as understanding. 

5 Recently by Benson 2000, 21Off. and earlier by Moline 1981,28-31 and Moravcsik 1979. 
Burnyeat 1990, 3 and 216-218 notes the relevance of concepts such as mastery and expertise to the 
questions raised in the dialogue's discussion of E1ttcr1i)~T\, but mastery, expert knowledge, and under
standing appear to be regarded as equivalent notions. 
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sion for Aristotelian bttO"'t~f..ll1, in the fullest and most proper sense of the term, is 
neither 'knowledge' nor 'understanding' but rather 'expert knowledge' or'disci
plinary mastery'. 

One important point convincingly established by Bumyeat is that Aristotle's 
interest in knowledge is not congruent with the primary focus of modem episte
mological inquiry. The accounts of E1ttO"'t~f..ll1 presented in his Posterior Analyt
ics and Metaphysics say little about the conditions that might warrant a particular 
perceptual judgment (e.g., that the object I see before me is a dagger), or about 
the body of evidence or reasoning that might warrant adopting a belief about 
some factual matter (e.g., that Mr. Jones owns a Ford). Rather, Aristotle's con
cern is to illuminate the capacity human beings possess when they know why 
certain features of the world are as they are, or why certain sorts of events occur 
as they do. Thus, if we are fairly to evaluate the merits of his account of 
E1ttcrt~f..lll (as a capacity to construct demonstrations that is closely associated 
with teaching but distinct from sense perception) we should remember that what 
he was seeking to illuminate was not knowledge per se, or knowledge generally 
speaking, but rather a special 'knowledge of the why' or explanatory knowledge. 

It must also be granted that there is some connection between Aristotelian 
E1ttcrt~f..lll and understanding. We know a thing, Aristotle often says, when we 
know something else related to it-its 'cause', 'reason why', or 'principle': 

As we have said, to know (to Eio€Vat) what a thing is is the 
same as to know (to EiOEVat) the cause of its existence. (APo 
93a4)6 
We think we know (E1ttcrtcm8at) when we know (EiOWf..lEV) the 
cause. (94a20) 
Since knowing (to EiOEVat Kat to E1tlcrtacr8at) takes place in 
every subject in which there are principles, causes, or ele
ments, from the knowing (yvwPl~Etv) of these. (Physics 
184al-3)7 

To take two standard examples, we acquire knowledge of the nature of an eclipse 
when we discover the connection between the cessation of light and the interpo
sition of an opaque body (APo 93a), and come to know the nature of thunder 
when we discover the connection between the noises in the heavens and the 
extinction of fire (93b). In these passages at least, E1ttcrtacr8at (or having 
E1ttcrt~f..lll) is a matter of connecting up one thing we know about the world with 
at least one other thing we know. And since understanding can be distinguished 
from knowledge simpliciter in virtue of having a complex or systematic charac
ter,8 £1ttcrt~f..lll, in these settings at least, can be spoken of in terms of understand-

6 I follow the text for the APo given in Ross 1949. 
7 Similar remarks occur at APo 71 b9-11 and 76a4-5, and Meta. 983a24-25. 
8 Cf. the view of understanding in Cooper 1994, 3: 'It is possible to have knowledge of a bitty or 

superficial kind, while we can only have understanding when we relate or connect bits of knowledge 
with other bits in a more or less coherent whole ... understanding is concerned with relations and con
nections'. Similarly, Ziff 1972, 19: 'If one is to speak sensibly of "understanding something", that 
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ing, or at least a kind of understanding.9 We understand an eclipse, or the nature 
of an eclipse, when we know that eclipses are produced by the imposition of an 
opaque body, and we understand thunder, or the nature of thunder, when we 
know that thunder results from the extinction of the fire in the heavens. 

Yet Aristotle does not always employ £7ttcrt~J.Lll in connection with achieving 
or possessing understanding. He often uses it, for example, to designate the for
mal discipline or organized body of knowledge, i.e., a particular £7ttcrt~J.Lll. In the 
Posterior Analytics, arithmetic and geometry are the ones most frequently men
tioned,10 but we hear also about optics, mechanics, stereometry, harmonics, 
astronomy (all at 78b), and medicine (at 77a41 and 79aI4). The opening para
graph of the work provides a typical example: 

All instruction and all intellectual learning (~.J.(i8€.crtC; 
~hayollttKTt) come from pre-existent knowledge (yvrocr€.roc;). 
This becomes evident upon a survey of all the species of such 
instruction. For the mathematical sciences (at t€. yap J.La81l
J.LattKal tilly £1ttcrtllJ.Lilly) and all other speculative disciplines 
are acquired in this way. (71al-4) 

While the 'science' or 'formal discipline' use ll and the 'intellectual capacity' use 
are clearly related (since what one understands may represent either part or the 
whole of some field of inquiry), they are distinct-the former is an organized 
body of truths, a learnable subject, while the latter is a state or capacity which 
comes to be in the individual learner. 

On other occasions Aristotle uses E1ticrtacr8at and E1ttcrt~J.Lll to designate nei-

which is to be understood must be characterized in such a way as to indicate that it is capable of the 
requisite sort of analytical data processing. So one speaks of understanding a statement, an utterance, 
a person's behavior, the structure of a slab, and so forth'; and Moravcsik 1979, 56: 'What we know 
are truths, and truths can be about any object in the universe. What we understand are systems of var
ious sorts; in a world in which elements do not constitute the relevant structures there can be no 
understanding. ' 

9 Not all uses of 'understand' mark the possession of knowledge of explanations or the ability to 
give them. One recognized meaning ofthe verb form, evident in assertions of the form'S understands 
that P', is 'to accept something as fact without any particular evidence, warrant, or justification'. In a 
usage note, Webster's 1966, 2490, comments that 'Understand is wider [than "comprehend"] in its 
use, ranging from the mere physical act of sensory perception or very casual considerations to a full 
and profound realization of inner nature, rationale, or significance.' This aspect of the meaning of 
'understanding' appears to have been overlooked in recent philosophical discussions (cf. Cooper 
1994,3: 'If understanding is different from knowledge, it must be distinguished by what it adds to it': 
Moravcsik 1979, 55: "'Understand that" constructions are semantically equivalent to the direct object 
constructions'; similarly, Bumyeat 1984, 131, speaks of knowing principles 'in the way that goes 
with understanding'. And since one can have an incorrect understanding with respect to some matter, 
or be mistaken in one's 'understanding that p', we must equate btt<J1:~~Tl (in at least some of its uses) 
with 'having a correct understanding', rather than 'understanding' simpliciter. 

10 For arithmetic: APo 75a39, 75b3, 76b8, 87a34-35; for geometry: APo 75a39, 75b3-20, 76b9, 
77a40-b33. 

11 A broader term such as 'discipline' is required here since on occasion Aristotle allows for the 
possibility of achieving Eltt(Jt~~Tl in fields we would speak of as arts or crafts rather than as 'sci
ences' (cf. Meta. 98Ib5-IO). 
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ther the achievement of explanatory knowledge, nor a specific discipline, but 
rather knowledge of an isolated fact, truth, or principle. Near the outset of the 
Posterior Analytics he addresses what had already become something of a classic 
epistemological puzzle: when we know the truth of a universal proposition do we 
also have knowledge with respect to every instance included under it? As is often 
the case with such puzzles, Aristotle responds: 'in one sense, yes, but in another 
sense, no'. When we know that all triangles have interior angles equal to the sum 
of two right angles, but are unaware of the existence of a particular triangle to 
which this truth applies, there is a sense-albeit a rather strained one-in which 
we could be said to know something about the interior angles that triangle con
tains. But so long as we remain unaware of the existence of that triangle we can
not be said to know anything about it in any full-fledged or robust sense. What 
we do know, fully, is the truth of the universal statement that the sum of the inte
rior angles of a triangle equals the sum of two right angles, and the verb Aristotle 
uses here (71a28) in connection with this single item of knowledge is E1tt01:U'tUt. 
Although it is possible that one who knows the truth of this principle does so on 
the basis of a demonstration, this is not suggested here. The point is simply that 
one can E1tlo'tu'tm the truth of a single proposition without having knowledge in 
any robust sense about everything included within its scope. 

Aristotle also speaks of having E1ttO't~llT\ in connection with truths that could 
not possibly be known on the basis of other principles-the first principles them
selves: 

We hold that not all knowledge is demonstrative (0151:E 1tUO(lV 
E1tlO't~llT\ a1toOEtK'tlK~v)-but that of the immediate pre
misses is indemonstrable. (APo 72b18-20) 
That which is capable of being otherwise cannot be the object 
of knowledge (E1ttO't~llT\) ... nor of insight (vou~), by which I 
mean the starting point of knowledge, or indemonstrable 
knowledge (E1ttO't~llT\ aVU1t60EtK1:0~) which is the grasp of the 
immediate premiss. (88b33-37) 12 

Even when he is engaged in distinguishing simple and complex forms of knowl
edge his wording makes it evident that thinks of both as instances of E1ttO't~llT\ or 
E1tlo'tuo9m: 

Knowing (E1tlo'tuo9m) 'the that' and 'the reason why' differ, 
first, when both fall under the same science, under several dif
ferent conditions. (78a23-24) 
There are four kinds of question that we ask, and they corre
spond to the things that we know (E1tto'tallE8u): the question 
of fact, the question of reason or cause, the question of exis
tence, and question of essence. (89b23-2S) 
'E1tto't~llT\ that is of both the fact and the reasoned fact, as con-

12 In APo ii 19 we are told that while we can have vo\i~ of first principles, we can have no 
E7ttaTIUlll of them, but clearly this is not always Aristotle's way of speaking. 
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Several texts indicate that Aristotle also thought of bttat~ll11 as requiring more 
than simply the gaining of understanding. His most extended discussion of the 
nature of E1ttataaSat and E1ttat~Il11, in Posterior Analytics i 2 begins in the 
expected way: 

We think that we know (E1ttataaSat) each thing in an absolute 
or unqualified way (a1tA&<;) as opposed to the accidental way 
in which the sophist knows, I3 when we think we know 
(ytvromCEtv) the specific reason why some state of affairs is as 
it is, that it is the reason, and that the state of affairs cannot be 
otherwise. (7Ib9-12) 

But he then adds: 
We shall discuss later whether there is also another way of 
E1ttataaSat, but what we now assert is that we do indeed know 
by demonstration. By 'demonstration' I mean a 'syllogism 
E1ttatllIlOVtKOV', and by this I mean 'that in virtue of which, by 
having it, E1ttataIlESa'. If, then, to E1ttataaSat is such as we 
posited, then it is necessary that demonstrative E1ttat~ll11 be 
from things that are true, primary, immediate, better known 
than, prior to, and explanatory of the conclusion. (71 b 16-22) 14 

Thus the intellectual capacity under consideration here- 'unqualified E1ttata
aSat'-represents an exceptional achievement: we cannot be said to E1tiataaSat 
until we have acquired a syllogistically structured grasp of premises that are nec
essarily true, 'primary' (not deducible from other premisses), 'immediate' (not 
explainable through any other 'middle term'), 'better known than' (deal with 
more basic principles), prior to (perhaps the same as 'better known'), and 
explanatory of the conclusion (that is, make reference to causes rather than their 
effects). The inclusion of 'primacy' and 'immediacy' in this list (and reaffinned 
at 71 b26-27) indicates that what Aristotle has in mind here is nothing less than 
achieving a complete grasp of a subject-i.e., knowledge of a field all the way 
back to its foundational principles. We may speak of such an achievement as 
gaining 'understanding' of a sort (perhaps a 'total' or 'in-depth' understanding of 
a given discipline) but clearly not every instance of understanding will be able to 
satisfy the conditions for Aristotle's preferred or 'gold standard' form of 
E1ttat~Il11. 

Elsewhere Aristotle asserts that E1ttat~ll11 requires becoming a proficient 

13 'Unqualified' t\!ti<J1:aaeat, as Barnes 1984, 89 and Ross 1949,508-509 explain, involves 
(among other things) knowing that an attribute belongs to its subject as such (e.g., that the interior 
angles of a triangle qua triangle-as opposed to qua scalene or qua equilateral-are equal to two 
right angles). 

14 At APo 88b31 (as well as at NE 1140b32 and Meta. 982a22) Aristotle also requires that the 
propositions contained within demonstrative £7tta1~~1l must be both affumative and commensurately 
(i.e., convertibly) universal. 
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demonstrator, more specifically, becoming adept at demonstrating the truth of 
whatever admits of proof within the discipline, as well as identifying those (first) 
principles for which no further proof is possible: 

It is the business of experience to furnish the principles that 
belong to each subject. I mean, for example, that astronomical 
experience supplies the principles of astronomical science 
(acr'tpoAoYl1(ll~ E1ncr't~IlTJ~); for once the phenomena were 
adequately grasped, the demonstrations of astronomy were dis
covered. Similarly with any other art or E1ttO""t~IlTJn. Conse
quently, if the attributes of the thing are apprehended, our 
business will be to exhibit readily the demonstrations ('ta~ 
a1toOd~<x~ hoill(J)~ EIl<p<xvi~Elv). For if none of the true 
attributes of things have been omitted in the historical survey, 
we should be able to discover the proof and demonstrate every
thing which admits of proof, and to make that clear, whose 
nature does not admit of proof. (APr 46a17-27) 15 

As Burnyeat and others have recognized, developing such a capacity requires 
more than simply becoming aware of the principles and proofs which constitute a 
discipline. 16 We must also become so familiar with the subject that the entire 
nexus of truths and proofs becomes internalized within our minds, or 'second 
nature' to us. As Aristotle puts it, the mind of the knower must 'grow together' 
with the discipline (NE 1147a22: OEl yap crull<PUllvat). In short, E1ttcr't~IlTJ in this 
context requires not merely achieving an understanding of a subject but also 
becoming proficient in establishing the interconnections among its component 
truths. And when he requires that one know a subject all the way to its first prin
ciples as well as full become completely proficient in demonstrating all its 
demonstrable truths it becomes apparent that the £1tlcr't~IlTJ Aristotle is seeking to 
define here is really expert knowledge, or the complete mastery of a discipline. 

We can gain some perspective on this striking feature of Aristotle's account by 
reminding ourselves of some features of the use of E1tlO""t~IlTJ among his prede
cessors and contemporaries. From the time of the Homeric poems forward the 
verb E1ticr't<Xllat had commonly signified the acquisition of mastery with respect 
to different kinds of physical and intellectual skills. 17 In Homer the verb typically 

15 Cf. NE 1 J39b31-32: f] ~i:v upa E1tt(H~~Tj £<H1.V E~t~ Ult08EtKnK~-'bt\(Hn~Tj, then. is a 
demonstrative capacity'. 

16 Burnyeat 1984, 130 comments: 'There is such a thing as intellectual habituation as well as 
moral habituation, and in Aristotle's view both take us beyond mere knowing to types of contempla
tive and practical activity which are possible only when something is so internalized as to have 
become one's second nature.' See the informative accounts in Burnyeat 1984. 126-131; Kosman 
1973,379 ff., and Byrne 1997,185-189. 

17 Chantraine 1968,360 traces the verb form Elt(O""ta~at to Eltt plus '{O""ta~CLt (a middle form of 
the verb 100"tal1l!{0""tTj~t meaning 'stand, place, or stop', with a loss of aspiration and contraction), 
meaning 'to place or put oneself above or over a thing', initially in connection with physical activities 
such as throwing the javelin, playing the lyre, dancing, waging war, etc. Both Plato and Aristotle sus
pected a connection between £lttO""ta~at and '{O""tTj~t, but opted for the idea of 'standing still' or 'com-
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means 'being able' to do something, 'knowing how', or 'being highly skilled' in 
a thing, and only rarely does it mean anything like 'knowing that something is the 
case' .18 The same holds true for £1tlO'tflllflt throughout much of archaic Greek 
poetry .19 And in what has been thought the earliest appearance of the noun form 
£1tto't~llll, Bacchylides speaks of 'the ten thousand £1tto'tallfll (Doric for 
£1ttO'tllllat) of man', where the context indicates these are specific skills or 
crafts: 

Various are the paths men seek that will lead them to conspicu
ous fame, 
And ten thousand are the crafts (£1tto'tallat) of man. 
For one thrives in golden hope because he has expertise 
(oo<pOC;) 
Or is honored by the Graces or skilled (eiBroC;) in divination, 
And another because he can pull the dappled bow against all. 
(Fr. 9 Edmunds) 

Snell has characterized the meaning of the verb throughout this period as desig
nating 'practical activity which remains wholly in the sphere of ability', with 
£1tto't~llll connoting 'not simply factual knowledge, but knowledge which makes 
it possible to engage in activity or possess a skill'. 20 During the classical period 
£1ttO't~Il11 would come to be used with reference to what we would characterize 
as propositional or factual knowledge, but it continues to be used in situations 
where a translation in terms of 'skill' or 'expertise' would be more appropriate. 21 

ing to a halt', i.e., when perception, memory, and opinion have 'settled down' they become knowl
edge. See Phaedo 96b, Cratylus 437a; Aristotle, Physics 247bll and Posterior Analytics 100a-b. 

18 Cunliffe 1963, 149-150. The following are completely typical: 'Many Arcadian warriors 
skilled in making war' (ElttO'taJ.lEVOt 7tO}"EJ.ltSEtV, II. ii 611); 'Who knew how to fashion 
(E7ttO't!l'to ... 'tEUXEtV) all kinds of ornaments' (II. v 60); 'Par the best of the Aetolians, skilled in the 
javelin (E7tto'taJ.lEVO\; lbcov'tt, II. xv 282). There appear to be only two recognizably non-skill uses of 
E7ttm:!lJ.l!lt in Homer: Od. iv 730, where E7tto'taJ.lEV!lt oaql!l 8uJ.l«!l seems to mean 'knowing clearly in 
your mind or heart (when Odysseus went on board the ship)', and Od. xiv 359, where av15po\; 
E7ttO'tJ.lEVOU refers to 'a wise or sagacious man'. But even here the possibility of a practical orienta
tion cannot be excluded. 

19 Cf. 'skilled (E7tto'taJ.lEVO\;) in the lovely gift of the Muses' (Archilochus Pc. 1 Diehl); '\ burned 
and cut the pig, for I am not poorly skilled' (lC!llCOO\; E7ttO'[(lJ.lUt, Semonides 24); 'who skillfully (E7ttO
't!lJ.l£V(l)~) brings a great quarrel to an end' (Hesiod, Theogon)' 87), 'well and skillfully (E7ttOmJ.lEVOl\;) 
denying guilt about the cattle' (Hymn to Hermes 390); 'another through his learning in the gifts of the 
Olympian muses, skilled (E7ttm:UJ.lEVO\;) in the measure of their lovely art' (IJ.lEp-ri)\; OOqltl)\;, Solon Pc. 
1); 'It is well to sit beside one skilled in every form of expertise' (OOqltuv ltaouv £7tlo'taJ.lEVOV, 
Theognis 563-564); 'Those mules know how to lead the way (615ov UYEJ.lOVEUOUt. .. E7ttOmv'tUt) 
since they were victors at Olympia' (Pindar, Olympian vi 25-26); 'Since you, Hieron, rightly know 
(E7ttO'tr;t) how to understand the point of the sayings of earlier times' (Pindar. Pythiun iii 80-81); 'Por 
you, goddess, know how (ElttO'tUO!lt) to both give and take gentleness with exactitude and in a timely 
manner' (Pindar, Pythian viii 6-7). 

20 Snell 1924, 82-83: 'einer praktischen Betatigung und steht noch voll in der Sphare des Kon
nens ... E7ttOTIJJ.ll) nicht lediglich das Wissen urn ein factum, sondern die Kenntnis, die eine Tatigkeit 
ermoglicht eine Pertigkeit, ein Konnen' . 

21 Cf. Thucydides: 'But they fought with brute strength and fury, rather than with skill 
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A fascination with the fonus of 'human expertise' can be seen running through 
much of 5th- and 4th-century Greek literature. 22 Sophocles' 'hymn to fearfully 
clever man' in the Antigone (332-367) recounts progress made in the arts and sci
ences but cautions that skill differs from moral conscience. Plato's mythical 
account of the origins of civilization in the Protagoras (320-322) is presented in 
connection with the question of whether 'the political art' is open only to a tal
ented few or lies within the grasp of the average citizen. The author of the Hippo
cratic treatise On Ancient Medicine boasts that medicine has already made many 
discoveries, is in possession of a method and its starting points (ii 1-5), merits 
being called an art ('t£xvll, iv 5-6), and has already achieved exactitude in a num
ber of areas of inquiry (xii 8-10). In several early dialogues Socrates regards with 
more than a grain of scepticism the claims of the Sophists to have advanced 
rhetoric to the level of an ElttO''t''!lll (cf. Protagoras 313ff., Gorgias 449), and to 
be able to provide individuals with all-round 'moral and political excellence' 
(l(aAol(uya8ia) through instruction (cf. Laches 186c, Gorgias 484, Protagoras 
319, Meno 91, etc.). Given the breadth of interest in the different fonus of human 
expertise, and the various controversies spawned by newly emerging ElttO''tll!lat, 
it would have been remarkable if questions relating to 'expertise' or 'expert 
knowledge' turned out to be irrelevant to philosophical accounts of E1ttO''t''!lll, 
especially for a thinker like Aristotle who expressly values the views held by ear
lier thinkers or 'the many and the wise'. 

Several recent studies have shown how Socrates' seemingly paradoxical 'dis
avowal of knowledge' in the Apology and other early dialogues can be consis
tently read not as a denial of all knowledge (or of knowledge in general), but 
rather as a denial of the special kind of knowledge that marks someone as an 
expert in a particular subject or discipline.23 When Socrates' remarks are under
stood in this way, the ElttO''t''!lll he denied he had turns out to be identical with a 
O'O!pia or 'expertise' in virtue (uPE't,,)-the expert knowledge of virtue, 
grounded in a grasp of its essential nature (cf. Laches 190, M enD 71 b, 11Ob), that 
would enable a person to act always for the best. 

(£1t101:~~U)' (i 49); 'As soon as we have brought our skill (£1ttcrt~~llv) to a parity with theirs, in 
courage, assuredly we shall be superior' (i 121); similarly i 122; ii 87; vi 18,68,72; vii 21, 37, 62, 63, 
64. Similarly Sophocles, Philoctetes 1057: 'For we have with us Teucer who has this skill 
(£1t1crt~~llv, viz., in archery) and Euripides, Me/eager Fr. 522 (Nauck), where weaving and skill at 
arms are called £1ttcrti1~(Xt. For £1t1cr~~ll as 'knowledge' without further specification, Liddell and 
Scott 1976 cites Sophocles, Oedipus Rex 1115: 'But with respect to knowledge (£7ttcrt~~ll) you have 
the advantage since you have seen the shepherd before'; Antigone 721: 'I say that it is best by far if a 
man is altogether full of knowledge (£1t1crt~~ll~), but that since things are not accustomed to go that 
way, it is also good to learn from those who advise well'; among others. 

22 For a more detailed account of this literature, see Guthrie 1969, 60-63 and 79-84. 
23 See Lesher 1987, Reeve 1989, Woodruff 1990, and Smith 1998. Cf. Smith 1998, 131-132: 

'Socrates is talking about the conditions of expertise, not about the conditions of knowledge per se ... 
He is investigating the conditions under which one can be said to know a subject, the conditions 
under which one can be said to be an expert in a field. Knowledge of this sort will turn out to involve 
a'complex combination of knowledge of propositions, knowledge of skills, and knowledge of things, 
though the differences among these three kinds of things are never emphasized.' 
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The concept of 'expert knowledge' also figured prominently in a number of 
Plato's dialogues. In the Meno Socrates says of a slave boy who has just been 
given an explanation of how to double the size of a square: 

These opinions have now just been stirred up like a dream, but 
if he were repeatedly asked these same questions in various 
ways (noAAaKt<; 'tft. au'tft. 'tau'ta Kat nOAAaxfl), you know that 
in the end his knowledge about these things would be as accu
rate as anyone's (n:AEU't&V OUOEVO<; ~'t'tov aKpt~&<; ent(J't~(JE
'tat). And he will know it (EntO''t~O'E'tat) without having been 
taught but only questioned and finding the knowledge ('tlW 
EntO''tTlI.l.1'\v) within himself? (85c9-d4, Grube trans.) 

Achieving EmO''t~f.l.1'\, in other words, requires not merely understanding the 
proof Socrates has set out, but developing a high degree of proficiency in answer
ing various questions about it. We encounter a similarly high standard in Repub
lic vii when Plato describes the person who has EmO''t~f.l.1'\ about the Good as 
being able to run 'the gauntlet of all tests ... holding on his way through all with
out tripping in his reasoning-the man who lacks this power, you will say, does 
not really know (ei8£vat) the good itself or any particular good, but if he appre
hends any adumbration of it, his contact with it is by opinion not knowledge' 
(OUK em(J't~f.l.ll, 534b, Shorey trans.). At various points in the Theaetetus, 
Sophist, and Statesman, entO''t~f.l.1'\ comes much closer to the achievement of pro
fessional competence or mastery in a discipline than to knowing a single fact or 
the truth of a single proposition.24 

When, at the outset of the Metaphysics, Aristotle reviews the ways in which 
entO''t~f.l.ll is ascribed to individuals, he speaks both of knowing individual truths 
and of possessing a high level of expertise in a given field: 

those with experience know that the thing is so, but do not 
know why, while the others know the 'why' and the cause. 
Hence we think that the master workers (aPXt'tEK'tova<;) in 
each craft are more valuable and more knowledgeable and 
wiser (f.l.aAAov eioevat. .. O'o<ponepou<;) than the manual work
ers, because they know the causes of the things being done. 
(981a28-b2) 

24 In the Theaetetus Socrates describes the !ask at hand as discovering what is 'meant by saying 
that an account added to true judgment becomes knowledge in its most complete or perfect form' 
(t~v tEA.EUlt(X'tT\V E1tlaTIt~T\ Y€,,(OVEVfJ.t, 206c4-5). Similarly, in the Sophist (253 ff.l, the Eleatic visitor 
asserts that in grammar and music as in philosophy only a few people will know all the possible ways 
in which letters, notes, or kinds can be combined with one another. Philosophical dialectic, described 
as 'a particular E1ttatft~T\' and 'perhaps the most important E1tta'tft~ll of all' (253b9, 253c4-5), is 
defined as 'knowing how to discriminate by kinds' (IitfJ.KpivElv KUla Y£vo~ E1tiawaSm, 253el-2), 
i.e., knowing which of the kinds can enter into combinations with others and which must stand apart. 
The same model of letters and syllables is employed in the Statesman (278) to help explain 'what 
happens to us in relation to the acquisition of E1tta'tft~T\' (277d7). The view that Platonic E1t\a't~~ll 
was to a significant degree a matter of having expertise, expert knowledge, or mastery of a subject is 
defended in Nehamas 1985, Fine 1979, and Smith 1998,158-161. 
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and we think that art is more truly E1tlOtT\Illl than experience is 
(t~V tEXVllv t~~ E~1tEtpia~ 'hYOU~Eea ~aAAOV ElttOtf1~ll 
EtVat), for artists can teach and men of experience cannot. 
(98Ib5-IO) 

We may infer from the mention of the physician at Meta. 981a17 that Aristotle 
intends for this analysis to apply the medical art: despite the fact that it is the 
individual whom the physician must treat and cure, ElttOtf1~ll is most properly 
credited to those who know the universal principle and the cause. 25 Yet when he 
alludes at 981a3 to the view of Polus (a student of the sophist Gorgias) that 
'experience made art' (981a3), and to 'the inventor of any art' (981bI3) it 
becomes clear that his thesis is meant to hold true generally: one who is able to 
operate on the basis of knowledge of causes, principles, or theory must be 
regarded as more knowledgeable, and his set of capacities is more truly 
E1tlOtf1~ll, than one who operates only on the basis of experience. In addition, a 
person whose knowledge is based on principles of the greatest explanatory power 
must be thought of as the one who most has E1tlOtf1~ll, or most ElttOtatat: 

he Elttc:rtatat to a greater degree (~aAAOV) who knows (dbffi~) 
from higher causes, for he knows (otbEV) from prior premisses 
when he knows (eibn) on the basis of causes that are them
selves uncaused: hence if he knows to a greater or greatest 
degree (~aAAOV oibE Kat ~6.AtOta), his knowledge would be 
knowledge to a greater or greatest degree. (E1tlOtf1~ll ... ~aA
AOV Kat ~aAtOta, APo 76a19-24; cf. Meta. 982a32-b3) 

It is clear, then, that Aristotle recognized a hierarchy among different kinds of 
E1tlotf1~ll-from knowledge of individual truths, to a complex explanatory 
knowledge (or understanding), to a high level of explanatory knowledge, to the 
attainment of complete mastery of a discipline (having knowledge all the way 
back to the first principles and complete proficiency in demonstration). 

In so far as E1tlOtf1~ll had different connotations in different portions of Aristo
tle's writings it would be a mistake to try to find a single English expression to 
cover all its uses. 'Knowledge', 'science', 'scientific knowledge', 'understand
ing', 'mastery', and 'expertise' may all be suitable choices, depending on the 
context. But if we wish to say what Aristotle meant by E1tlOtf1~ll in the fullest 
and most proper sense of the term, our best choice would be neither 'knowledge' 
nor 'understanding' but rather 'expert knowledge' or 'disciplinary mastery' .26 

Department of Philosophy 
University of Maryland 
College Park MD 20742 

25 As Frede 1990 explains, Aristotle is here staking out a position on a dispute of long standing 
in ancient Greek medicine between those who thought of medical expertise as entirely the product of 
practice and experience, and those who would assign an essential role to grasping general concepts 
and principles. 

26 I am grateful to Rachel Barney, Patricia Curd, Mitzi Lee, Raymond Martin, Thomas Paxson, 
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